Adopting AI to
Exceed Banking
Customer
Expectations

Advantages

of AI Virtual Agents

Banks are under pressure. Growing regulations and
increasing competition from neo-banks means that financial
services need to work harder to serve their current clients.
When coupled with these challenges market expansion,
languages, and staffing become more complex. 

As AI disrupts user experiences globally, financial services
benefit from lowering customer engagement costs and
increasing customer satisfaction through the handling of
repetitive requests. EBO’s AI solution optimises the
customer journey, learning from each conversation and
tailoring responses for each customer’s unique needs.

100+
languages
multilingual Virtual Agents
60-80%
reduction
in inbound traffic from support teams
Regulation-compliant
uphold different jurisdictional requirements
Efficient
onboarding
through any omnichannel option
24/7
×
365
through any omnichannel option

Changing customer expectations

Between 60-80% of inbound enquiries are repetitive in
nature. As customer demands increase, so does the cost
of customer support staff. 

Gone are the days of clients patiently waiting 2-5
business days for a response to their queries. Greater
competition in the financial services sector also means a
greater need for effective and efficient customer
engagement. 

Growing regulatory guidelines, like GDPR or KYC/AML,
also pose a risk for banks that must ensure compliance
on all fronts.

Be a better bank

for your customers

The cost of acquiring new clients is at an all-time high.
Making banking accessible is crucial to maintaining
and increasing customer satisfaction. 

EBO’s AI Virtual Agents can be implemented anywhere
your clients are, making it easier for them to connect
with you.

Also, learning from each interaction, EBO’s Virtual
Agents demonstrate empathy, and a genuine
understanding - all in a two-way conversation
indistinguishable from a human agent.
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Fundamental customer data for

modern-day financial services
~€500

200%

1-2%

10%

Over 30%

86%

More than 50%

12.5%

Customer attrition increase
within first 3-6 months

Average acquisition cost
of a new customer

Of customers are “digital-only”,
and do not visit branches

Of buyers are willing to pay more
for great customer support

Net income loss for each
point of customer attrition

Of customers want an
omnichannel support experience

Of consumers only do their
banking at physical branches

Customer share deposits at risk
when customer experience declines

Types of processes which we automate
our products and price points are no longer the driving factor in what differentiates you from other financial service
institutions. How much a customer trusts your bank and your ability to engage customers have become the deciding
fa cto rs fo r whe t he r a custo m e r will st ay wi t h yo u, o r m ove to a d i ffe re nt ba nk .
Y

i h 60-80% of inbound enquiries being repetitive in nature, EBO’s AI solution helps to improve the way you support
our customer questions. From general assistance, sales and products, troubleshooting to account management, AI
V i rtu al Ag e nts ha nd le t he m a j o r i ty o f re qu e sts . T hi s m ea ns lowe r c o sts i n yo ur c all c e ntre while allowi ng yo ur ex i st i ng
agents to focus on more complex tasks that require real-time assistance.
W t
y

We are at a pivotal moment in the banking sector with the rise of savvy
cross-platform services that challenge the nature of our industry…We are
investing in technology that helps us get closer to the community that we
serve, offering improved customer experiences. We’ve chosen EBO as a
partner to support our journey of incorporating Artificial Intelligence into
our core business offering.”

Mark Micalle


ark Micallef, Chief Financial
officer at BNF BANK
M
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Meet customer expectations with true AI
Automated FAQs delivered through chatbots are a
common solution that some banks have implemented.
However, this does not solve their customers’ problems
- in fact, it can actually cause greater frustration.

The one-size-fits-all, canned,
responses from chatbots seldom
resolve even the most basic issues.

Chatbots vs EBO’s AI Virtual Agents
Chatbot

EBO Virtual Agent

Collect valuable metrics
Understand sentiment
Provide crucial insights
Understand drop off rates
Knowledge of repetitive questions
Continuous learning and improvement
‘Conversational’ and ‘smart’

Chatbots lack an authentication layer

, which means

orkflow automation cannot take place securely at the account leve
ack of understanding of customer sentimen
omplete inability to provide customers with conte tual data from their account
o empathy through personalisatio
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All-in-all the ma ority of inbound en uiries are not dealt with efficiently or effectively, causing the high attrition rates
that most banks are e periencing.
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More than just outstanding

customer support
Challenges customers face when seeking
service from banks
Sometimes banking customers require additional support as they navigate complex online
journeys. They often struggle to quickly find the financial information they need on
websites or apps. This includes topics like fees or tariffs, opening accounts and money
transfers. Customers want the exact information they are seeking, quickly. Instant
gratification is a driving factor in what customers seek when requiring support.

Impact on customers when banks support is
not sufficient
The two main impacts of these challenges are channel hopping and increasing attrition
rates. When customers get frustrated with the ineffective assistance of your bank’s
chatbot, they will just switch to live chat, the phone, or email, putting strain on your
support teams. There is also the risk that customers will abandon their online journeys and
look to other options that will provide the customer support they desire.

Meet customers where they are,

when they need you most
EBO’s AI solution stays with the customer throughout their online journey, on any channel
you own. When called upon, EBO’s AI Virtual Agents assist customers with the right
information at the right time. This means handling everything from onboarding to credit
card applications. They can also act as a sales assistant, taking down key information,
upselling products or services and even setting up or cancelling appointments.

Key Benefits of EBO’s AI Virtual Agent in Banks
Reduce customer support and KYC/AML
team’s inbound traffic by 60-80%

Available 24/7, 365 days a year.

N o sick days, holidays or coffee breaks.

Onboard clients efficiently and through
any channel. Be where your customers are.

Omnichannel (Viber, Telegram, Whatsapp
and more…) in over 100 languages.

ree up staff so they can focus on handling
issues that require real-time support.

Virtual Agents can drive revenue by
proposing and up-selling services.
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Solution overview
EBO helps you automate workflows and offers your customers two-way conversations
indistinguishable from those held by human agents. 

For banks and financial services, there are three main use cases for EBO’s AI Virtual Agents.

1

Improve customer engagement

2

Acquire and onboard potential customers

3

Provide information when customers need it

Kickstart account opening
Practical appointment bookin
Conversationally enable tedious forms (KYC, KYB, AML, loan and account applications)

The first step in your sales funne
Facilitate account openin
Facilitate loan applications, for both personal and business

Drive digital usage and provide key informatio
Help sales and facilitate complianc
Enable account managemen
Help with card management and troubleshooting

EBO’s AI Virtual Agents
improve your customer
experience

60-80%

Reduction in traffic to your support teams.

24/7/365
Immediate customer service,

always available.

100+

Languages in which EBO’s Virtual Agents

can hold a conversation.
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Typical questions

EBO’s AI Virtual Agents handle
How do I start banking online?

Driving digital usage

How do I access internet banking?
Which branch is closest to my location?

General branch details

Compliance

What are your business hours?
What documents do I need to open an account?
What do I need to provide to get a quote on a loan?
My card was stolen, what do I do?

Card management

What is the credit limit on my card?
What does it cost to make a SEPA transfer?

Transaction fees and tariffs

How long does it take to transfer funds?
How do I apply for a loan?

Sales

How do I open a business account?
Can I view my statement for specific dates?

Account management

Troubleshooting

www.ebo.ai

What is my available balance?
What is the SWIFT code for my savings account?
Can you help me pay a bill, the system seems to be down?
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Key Benefits of EBO’s AI Virtual Agents 

for Banks and Financial Institutions
1. Conversational AI Automation
Banking-specific functional workflows help maintain regulatory compliance.
Functional workflows are, compliant with important government and industry regulations.

2. Fast & Superior Customer Experience
Omnichannel, multilingual customer support and engagemet with over 100+ languages.
Human Handover when necessary. Virtual Agents reduce inbound traffic to support and KYC teams.

3. Cost-effective scalability
Scale customer engagement capacity based on customer growth.
Virtual Agents are available 24/7/365 answering customers immediately and with empathy.

4. End-to-end integrated solution
Out-of-the-box integrations such as Microsoft, IBM, Salesforce, and more.
Project management with our team of Financial Service experts who understand your business.

5. Out-of-the-box data analytics
Collect valuable data and insights that are impossible to get from a chatbot.
Connect with your back office system to input and output data for more accurate
data collection and further interpretation.

6. Easy & quick implementation
Implementing a Banking Virtual Agent takes 3-6 weeks for the first viable candidate.
Deploy an AI Virtual Agent on a website or relevant channels in a secure Microsoft
Azure environment.

EBO’s AI Virtual Agents learn from each interaction and continually
improve. They understand human sentiment within the conversation they
have and provide an empathetic approach to customer support.
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Realise Benefits Through 

EBO’s Delivery and Implementation
The EBO solution can be
delivered in two ways:

With over 100 years of collective experience in the
financial services sector, we know that implementing
digital transformation projects can be tricky.
This is why our solution comes with a strong
implementation and service component built-in.

We offer complete project management and benefits
realisation services, so you can rest assured of your
projects’ success.

1. Standalone mode
with no integration for quicker deployment

Our conversation design expertise and continuous
improvement process do not stop at Go Live - rather
optimisation is ongoing throughout the life of the
product.

2. Fully integrated
with your CRM/Core Banking system for maximum benefits

Project Planning with a Strong and
Continuous Benefits Realisation Cycle

Planning
Use case and scope

definitio
Discovery workshop
Adoption and benefits
planning

Testing
Dialog creatio
Integratio
Data captur
Workflow

design

Solution testin
Interface testin
Data testin
User acceptance

testing

Design

Weekly reporting and
optimizatio
Adoption activitie
Benefits monitoring

Deployment

Find out how AI Virtual Agents will improve your financial
services’ customer support and engagement.

www.ebo.ai

Chat component on
websit
Other channel
Begin Revie
Benefits plan

Continuous

Improvement
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6 reasons why EBO’s AI Virtual Agents 

will be your bank’s game-changer

Off-the-shelf won’t work

Machine learning

The off-the-shelf (OTS) model is fine for small
startups that want a basic ‘chatbot’. 


OTS solutions are not typically trained through a
bank’s customers’ specific data.


A bank with customer experience at its heart will
need to implement a solution with a fair amount of
possible customisations and AI dialogue
development.

EBO custom builds the learning model based on all
data, guidelines, jargon and requirements. Use the
data you have to more effectively solve customer
issues.

Virtual Agent vs. chatbot

Expert implementation

EBO’s Virtual Agents provide a higher level of
cognitive ability which ultimately benefits customers.


Our implementation experience is vast and allows us
to steer every step of deployment. 


EBO’s AI Virtual Agents learn from each interaction,
improving their responses and providing a
conversation indistinguishable from human agents.

We have a dedicated onboarding and delivery team
that is focused on secure and quality-assured
implementation.

Dialogue development

Continuous improvement

At the epicentre of Virtual Agents is the skill of
Natural Language Processing and dialogue design. 


EBO employs a structured post-release continuous
improvement service. 


EBO’s trained and highly qualified AI engineers
deliver a complete product to our customers without
needing major input from them.

It utilises self-learning and human-supervised activity
to constantly improve the solution, including weekly
reporting and optimisation, and benefits monitoring.
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Contact us

for a free consultation

Alexandros A. Patsalides

+357 99007680

Director | Financial Services Division

alex.patsalides@ebo.ai
www.ebo.ai/industries/financial-services/
www.linkedin.com/in/apatsalides/

EBO integrates with:

EBO is trusted by:

General enquiries

Support enquiries
support@ebo.ai
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UK Office

Malta Office

Cyprus Office

Kemp House, 160 City Road,

Vision Exchange Building, Territorials

Cedars Oasis Tower, 6th floor, Office 602,

London, EC1V 2NX


Street, Zone 1, Central Business District,

Corner

+44 0203 916 0018

Birkirkara CBD1070


Str. 3090, Limasso

+356 2010 5006

Arch. Makarios III Avenue & Platonos
l

+357 2500 035 0

Resources

:
:
_
https : //www.businesswire.com/news/home/20181211005619/en/Kantar-Study-Shows- U.S. - Banks- I ncrease-Share
https //www.reviewtrackers.com/blog/bank-customer-retention/

https //www.accenture.com/ acnmedia/pdf-95/accenture-2019-global-financial-services-consumer-study.pdf
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Whilst
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